
Khulna University of Engineering & Technology 
B. Sc. Engineering I st Year 1st Term Examination, 2017 

Department of Biomedical Engineering 

Ph 1115 
Physics 

Time: 3 hours Full Marks: 210 

N.B. i) Answer ANY THREE questions from each section in separate scripts. 
ii) Figures in the right margin indicate full marks. · 

Section A 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script A) 

1. a) What is interference of sound waves? Establish the differential equation of a (12) 
damped harmonic oscillation. 

b) Show that in the case of a stationary wave no energy is transferred. (13) 

c) Deduce the frequency and quality factor for a circuit with L = 2 mH, C = 5 µF and (10) 
-R=0.2ohm. 

2. a) What is the difference between echo and reverberation? Explain why reverberation (10) 
cannot be heard if the distance between the source of sound and the obstacle is 
greater than 1 7 meters. 

b) Derive an analytical expression for the growth and decay of sound intensity inside (15) 
an auditorium and hence obtain Sabine's reverberation formula. 

c) Find the reverberation time of a room lOm wide by 21m long by 4m high. The (10) 
ceiling is acoustic, the walls are plastered, the floor is concrete and there are 27 
people in the room. [Sound absorption are: acoustic ceiling = 0.60, plaster= 0.03, 
concrete= 0.92. Take the absorbing power per person to be 0.5] 

3. a) Draw Lissajous' figure using following equation . (10) 

x = asiruot: and y = 2asin2wt. 

b) What are free, damped and forced vibrations? Discuss the conditions under which (15) 
the discharge of the capacitor is periodic, critically damped and oscillatory in the 
case of LCR circuit 

c) -The apparent frequency of the whistle of an engine changes in the ratio 6:5 as the (10) 
engine passes an stationary observer. If the velocity of sound is 352 m/sec, 
calculate the velocity of the engine. 

4. a) Explain the oscillatory behavior of SHM. (10) 

b) Prove that average kinetic energy and average potential energy are equal. (15) 

c) For a particle vibrating simple harmonically, the displacement is 8 cm at the (lO) 
instant the velocity is 6 · cm/sec and the d�splacement is 6 cm at the instant the 
velocity is 8 cm/sec. Calculate amplitude, frequency and time period. 
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Section B 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script B) 

5. a) Explain interference of light using suitable diagram. Discuss interference of light (12) 
analytically and obtain the condition of maximum and minimum intensities. 

b) Write down the conditions of interference. (08) 
c) Discuss the color of central ring. (05) 
d) In Young's double ·slit experiment the separation of the slits is· 1.9 mm and the (10) 

fringe spacing is 0.31 mm at a distance of lm from the slits. Calculate the 
wavelength of light. ' 

6. . · a) What is angular magnification of optical instrument? (05) 
b) Derive magnification of a simple microscope when images are formed at the least (15) distance of distinct vision and at infinity. 

c) A convex lens of focal length 10 cm is used as a magnifying glass. Find the (10) 
magnification when the images are formed at infinity and at the least distance of distinct vision (25 cm from the lens). 

d) · Write down the different parts of Telescope with figure. (05) 

7. a) Write the examples of particle properties of wave. Explain one of them. (10) 
b) Prove the statement "Change in the wavelength in Compton effect is independent (15) of the wavelength of the incident photon". 

c) Calculate the magnitude of energy of the photon associated with the light of (05) 
wavelength 6057 .8 AO• 

d) Derive an expression of De-Broglie wave velocity and comments on it. (05) 

8. a) Show that the average life period of a radioactive atom is the reciprocal of the (10) radioactive constant. · 

meanings. 

c) The half-life of 92U238 is 4.51 x 109 years. In how many years will I gram of pure (10) 92U238 (i) lose one centigram and (ii) be reduced to one centigram. · . 
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"Khulna University of Engineering & Technology 
B.Sc. Engineering 1st Year 1st TermExamination, 2017 

Department of Biomedical Engineering 

Math 1115 
Differential and Integral Calculus 

Time: 3 hours Full Marks: 210 

N.B. i) Answer ANY THREE questions from each section in separate scripts. 
ii) Figures in the right margin indicate full marks. 
iii) Assume reasonable 'data if missing any. 

Section A 
. (Answer ANY. THREE questions from this section in Script A) 

1. a) Define continuity of a function. If f(x) = Ix - 11 +Ix+ 31 then test (15) 
continuity off (x) at x = 1 and differentiability at x = -3. 

ex - esinx 
lim . 
x-+O x - stnx 

.. c) Differentiate tan�1x with respect to etan-1x. 

(10) 

(10) 

b) Evaluate 

2. a) State Leibnitz's theorem. If y = (x + �x2 + l)m then prove that 
(1 + x2)Yn+2 + (2n + l)XYn+l + (n2 - m2)Yn = 0 

b) A container with an open top is to have 10m3 capacity and be made of thin sheet (13) 
metal. Calculate the dimension of the box if it is to use the minimum possible 
amount of metal. 

c) State mean value theorem. Verify the mean value theorem for the function . (10) 
f(x) = x(1 - x2) in the interval [-2, 1]. 

3. a) Define normal of a curve. lf lx + my = 1 is a normal Io the parabola y2 = 4ax ( 12) 
· then show that al3 + 2ci.lm2 = m2. 

b) Define homogeneous function. If u = 3(ax +by+ cz)2 - (x2 + y2 + z2) and (13) 
a2 + b2 + c2 .= 1, then find the value of Uxx + Uyy + Uzz· 

(12) 

c) Define radius of a curvature. Find radius of curvature at any point of 
i 2 2 

X3 + y°i = a3. 
( 10) 

· 4. a) Find the asymptotes of the curve 4x4 - Sx2y2 + y"' - 3x2y + Sx - B = o. (13) 

b) If (secxfa�x + (tanx)secx = y; find::. (10) 

c) Find the tangent and normal of the curve x = a(8 + sin8), y = a(l - cos8). (12) 
Also find their lengths. 
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Section B 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script B) 

5. . integrate any three of the following : 

) J x2 dx a x4 + x2 - 2 

I dx 
b) . (1 + x}Vl + x2 

J 
. 1 

c) x4 + 1 dx 

d) J .J 4 - 3x - 2x2 dx 

6. Evaluate any three of the following: 

(35) 

(35) 

-.a)· 

TC 
2 

I ..fsTnx 
dx .J sinx + ,Jcosx 

0 

TC 

b) f xsinx d. 
1 + cos2x x 

0 

3 
c) f dx . 

· 
2 

(x- l)Vx2 - 2x 

1 

d) flog (1 +2x) dx 
1 + X. 

0 

7. a) Define Gamma function and Beta function. 
. TC Prove that fn f(l - n) == . ; 0 < n < 1 · smrirr 

· ·(12) 

b) 'Obtain the reduction formula for f tannx dx.and hence find f tan5x dx . (13) 
c) Evaluate 

(IO) 
. 1 ( 22) n2 

1 hm((1+2) l+z (1+--i)]ln. n-ooo n n n 

8. a) Find the area of the segment of the parabola y = (x ., 1)(4 - x) cut off by x-axis. (l 7) 
b) Find the whole length of a loop of the curve 3ay2 == x(x - a)2. (18) 
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Khulna University of Engineering & Technology 
B. Sc. Engineering 1st Year 1st Term Examination, 2017 

Department of Biomedical Engineering · 

EEE 1115 
Electrical Circuits 

Time: 3 hours Full Marks: 210 

N.B. i) Answer ANY THREE questions from each section in separate scripts. 
ii) Figures in the right margin indicate full marks. 

Section A 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script A) 

1. a) Define primary and secondary cells. Why primary cell is not rechargeable? 

.b) How the power factor part is involved in wattmeter reading? 

(08) 

(07) · 

J . 4A 12V 

c) A moving coil instrument gives a full scale deflection of lO rnA when the potential (1 O) · 
difference acro_ss its terminal is 100 mV. Find · 
(i) The shunt resistance for a full scale deflection corresponding to 100 A. 
(ii) The series resistance for a full scale deflection of 1000 V. 
(iii) Power dissipation in each case. 

d) Find the current of each branch for the following circuit as shown in figure l(d). (10) . 
Figure l(d) Figure.2(c) 

20 40 . 20· 
-----'VV'v--� 

2. . a) State and explain KCL, KVL and Superposition theorem. .(12) 

b) State maximum power transfer theorem. Derive the condition for maximum power and . .(13) 
calculate _that power. 

c) Using mesh analysis determine the currents of the network of the above figure2(c). (10) 

3. a) Describe how to convert voltage and current sources? (05) 

b) Calculate the equivalent resistance between the terminals A and B of the following (10) 
figure 3 (b). 

� 
A 100 

Figure 3(b) 
JO!l 

so 

20Y 

Figure 3(c) 

c) State Thevenin's theorem. Using Thevenin's theorem find the current in the IOQ . (10) 
resistor of the network shown in the above figure 3(c} 

(10) 

1.n 

Figure 4(a) 

40 

JGV 

Using Millman's theorem, find the current through and voltage across the 30. resistor 
shown in figure 3( d). 

Figure 3(d) 

. d) 

4 .. a) State reciprocity theorem. Verify reciprocity theorem for the circuit shown in the (10) 
above figure 4(a). 
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4. b) What is magnetic circuit? What are the differences between electric and magnetic (10) 
circuit? 

c) What do you mean by reluctance and permeability? (05) 

d) State Ohm's law and Ampere's circuital law of magnetic circuit with illustration. What (10) 
is the significance of air gap in magnetic circuit? 

Section B 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script B) 

5. a) Define alternating current. Why is ac generator needed? 

b) · Derive the energy storage equation of inductor and capacitor. 

(06) 

(08) 

Draw the vector diagram for the following circuit S(c) and also indicate power factor (09) 
angle. -· 

Figure 5(c) 
c 

Rt 

'd) Assume that the current i = Imsinwt flows through agiven RLC branch. Show that 
the voltage across the branch is v::::: lmzsin(wt + 0) 

· f ( 1)2 (wL-�) where z == ...JR2 + wL-;;; and (J = tan-1 
_R 

we • 

(12) 

6. a) What do you mean by series· resonance and half· power point? Describe the (12) . 
characteristic of series resonance circuit. 

b) A voltage v = 200 sin377t volts is applied to an inductive branch and the maximum _(08) 
current is found to be 1 OA. Find the value of L in milihenrys. · 

c) Define form factor and crest factor. Find the form factor and crest factor of alternating (09) 
current.' 

.. d) Mention the significance of the operator j. (06) 

7. · .a) Show that the average power consumed by inductor or capacitor is zero. (11) · 

b) Evaluate the following complex number: (05) 
lOL - 30° + (3 - j4) 

(2 + j4)(3 - j5) 

c) Draw the string and polar vector diagram of a series RLC circuit (09) 

d) Show that the average power consumed in a RL circuit is Pav = .!: Vmlmcose . (10) 
2 

8. a) .Define real power, reactive power andapparent power of an ac circuit: (06) 

b) Why the internal resistance of voltmeter is high and ammeter is low? Describe the (10). 
operation of wattmeter. 

c) Define and classify filter. Draw the frequency response curve of different filters. (IO) 

d) Define rms value and instantaneous value of an ac circuit. Show that, for a sine wave;-·. (09) 
the average value is 0.636 times the maximum value, · 
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Khulna University of Engineering & Technology 
B.Sc. Engineering 1st Year 1st Term Examination, 2017 

Department of Biomedical Engineering 

Ch 1115 
Chemistry 

Time: 3 hours Full Marks: 210 

N.B. i) Answer ANY THREE questions from each section in separate scripts. 
ii) Figures in the right margin indicate full marks. 

Section A 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script A) 

Find the miller indices of the planes that intersect the crystallographic axes at the (11) 
distances (1 a, 3b, -c) and (2a, 2b, coc ). 

Discuss the characteristics of solids and their classifications. What is . (1 O) 
crystallization? 

Discuss crystal systems and classification of crystals into different systems. (1 O) 

What !s meant by Bravais lattice? Write down the fourteen Bravais lattice systems. (08) 

Symmetry is an important property of crystals- Explain in detail. (07) 

What is X-ray? How is X-ray used in analyzing crystals? (07) 

c) What are defects in crystals? Describe interstitial defect; schottky defect and (IO) 
colour centres. 

1. ·a) 

b) 

c) 

.. d) 

2. a) 

b) 

d) What is meant by 
(i) Crystal lattice (ii) Space lattice (iii) Unit cell (07) 

3. a) State Beer-Lambert's law and deduce a mathematical expression for the law. (IO) 

c) What is photosensitized reaction? Give suitable examples. 

b) Define quantum yield. What are the reasons for abnormal quantum yield? 

d) Write short notes on: 
(i) Fluorescence (ii) Phosphorescence (iii) Chemiluminescence 

. (08) 

(05) 

(12) 

4. a) What is radioactivity? Describe the properties of a,� and y rays. (08) 

b) The binding energy fer nucleon of 90Th232 is 8.67 x 10-13 Joules. Calculate the (07) 
actual mass of 90 Th23 in amu. · 

c) Define binding energy of a nucleus. Explain with the help of. binding energy (10) 
curve, the stability of a nuclei. 

d)' What is nuclear reactor? How electricity can be generated with the help of nuclear (1 O) 
reactor? 
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Section B 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script B) 

(06) 

d) Define degree of polymerization. Calculate the molar mass of a particular polymer · (09) sample,-fCH2-CH2t-n, where, D, = 4600. · 

b) Write down the differences between thermoplastic and thermosetting polymer. (08) 
c) What is conducting polymer? Discuss the mechanism of anionic polymerization (12) · reaction. 

· 5. a) Define Telechelic polymer and star polymer. 

d) Draw a typical excitation signal in . cyclic voltametry and the corresponding (07) voltammogram. 

6. a) Sketch a typical current-voltage curve. Discuss how current change in a typical (12) current-voltage polarogram on changing the applied voltage. 
b) What is half-wave potential? What does it indicate in a.typical polarogram? (08) 
c) Write down the Ilkovic equation for diffusion current and also· mention the (08) meaning of each term in that equation. 

(06) 

d) What is fuel cell? Discuss the working principle of a fuel cell. (10) 

b) What is meant by molar conductance? What is the significance of molar. (09) conductance at infinite dilution? 

·C) Explain clearly the term "transport number". Describe one method for ( l O) . measurement of transport number. 

7. a) What are electrolytes? Distinguish between strong and weak electrolytes. 

S. a) Iron reacts spo'ntaneously with copper {H) ions. ·c10) 
Fe(s) + Cu2+(aq)-) Fez+(aq) + Cu(s) 

Obtain half-reactions for this, then draw a voltaic cell using these half�reactions. 

(06) d) What is the emf of the following cell at 2s°C? 
Zn(s)\Znz+(l.00 x 10-5M)IICu2+(0.100M)ICu(s) 

The standard emf of this cell is 1.1 OV. 

b) What is a salt bridge? Why is it used? 
(07) 

c) Discuss the principle of determination of pH of a solution with the help of a glass (12) electrode. 
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·� 

-:E3. Sc:-E:rigineering ·I St YearJ St Jerm.Exi:u:rtination�·-2017'.;: , ..
Department of'Biorriedical Engineering .' . ·. 

. }BMEllOl- 

TimetS hOiirs .Basic 

BiQ,Ue4\tt{st·;?ifS·�j*I�N.S. i). Answer ANY THREE questions from each section in separate.scripts. -, _ · ». -. ••• ··, •• 

ii) Figures in· the right margin indicate full marks. · · · ··· ·· 

Section A 
(Answer ANY THREE questions from this section in Script A) 

1. a) Define BiomedicalEngineering. Briefly describe.appli�atio�:.and .. main.fields of .(12) 

.ib _Wh trtti�;-1}�g .:t ' tnb ;.�fb �t� I->·. 
/· ;I::.: ·?1:1l'B :\\fl '.()d .j\;\2):d::;�ft¥:\li;;; t��ti{1J}1;ff �h/�,�};f.�t;.I ·�liilf.� li:3 ,:!:)j1;

-b) .· .. a ··1s-.mean ·. y.' 10 ogica -ce t.: ne y·· escnoe- 1 reren •yaI s.or . uman-ce ·iJ·�·· \·l
-with n·et·sketcb. . . . . '. . . ; ; ,· . . , ··�J. . . ·; .. · : ' , .. ·,_ir( .'.:)·.:·:,� :_ ·;/ •::,··

c) Drawa neuron arid specify its-different parts.' (05) 

·d) .. ),1!!ntion .phy_sfca'.1° and cliem_ic�!· strucl�e,or°a;�eti: rh�rribrilne(·:· . .: . :(O�) 

z. • '.2;�,s,;i�;'�:;:.;�:�:}:w;:t��ii!ii{�i�ittgjf�
b) · . Write short' notes 'onr-ion. channel,. ion pump; ;stimi.ilus;··tliiesno)d·:antl:'syn�pse:·/:�·:,: .. �: .I:( l,Op ''. . . . . 
c) Approximate intracellular 'and extracellular concentrations of the important ions (10) 

across a squid giant axon, ratio of permeabilities at resting and action .conditions. 
are given: in 'the table· 2(c). At room temperature -find Etc., E�a ,'Ee; .. \, Y°m,re,u,,: 
V m,nction. 

Table: 2(c) 
lon Cytoplasm Extracellular Rate of 

(mM) fluid (mM) permeabilities in 
. rest' . ' 

I(� . - 140 2 l . 
NaT 13 110 . 0.02 
tr .3 . 90 . 0.4. 

Rate-of 

· · ge!�l�ti�i?�/'.\-<. IP/:' ): :· .. ·, .. '. /�>·· .,·, - ·;· i/_ . ':
-, ·· .. ··

0.'3 ··. 

3. a(.,��Pl!lin the-mechanism ofaction·��tetiti�l:g��ei:ation with�e_t:sketcJi. ; . . _ . ·.(1.0). 
.. : ... ,-' .. ·-�--.· ·- -: ·:.,.;:,;·::: -� . ·. �. :·: ·-- .. ···-.-;.;.:· -:;::.:· .. --.>:. :\�, ·· .. -,.: .. �:.,,1:��::;;�;:/_.·-..(.; '.:·'·,; ." "". ,·. -.-.... . 
b)' ,, [foscriblhov/a'ction p'oteiitial.'.is)r'O°pagate'd'frofo.-one'neurori'.i6:.nexf'i'ieµroil?'.<:, .. : . .//(i 2) .

c) !:m��i;;:�·�r�\;m!)!:�" from other ni�f,�J,t�oi�frtl�qf i}%�,]�tl)1'
4. a) Define biosignal processing. What are the steps ofbiosignal processing? 

b) What are the origins ofEEG, ECG and EMGsignals? Brieflyexplain them. . . . . . 

c) "The neural communication in our body is digital", explain. . 

· (10) 

- (15). 

. {iO).
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> ii<
·i-{Ai{swer ANY TlffiE.E·�uestio'ns·from'·t11is sectio'n 'iil Script:B),-'

_.:-- : ·: \.': .... ·<.-·:�:···:/1·/::\':./)/;�');.:','··,·: .:/.-:.\('::.'//.····.
S. a) What- d6 you· mean by biomedical 'i�s!tµ111eritation? Briefl'y dis�uss aqoµt -in_-.v1vo.. �'(09) · 

b) 

:�.:::::::::'"'; 

, . ,, · ·: ;. " . • . • ; it'h ! \/i8'.}/0iit;l'
(i) Sensitivity . 
(ii) Frequency response 
(iii) Accuracy 

c). · Briefly. ·e;piain, .about the components 
asiociat�d-blo;cl<�diagram .. ,_· 

(10) 

(12) 

. (06) 
. (12) . 

';'. __ ;··(95( ..

c) Write short notes on: 
(i) Molecular Engineering 

. (ii) Rehabilitation Engineering 

c) $rfetiy·explain the working principles ofa strain gage ... ·· 
' ·. ·. '..; ·.·· :, .. ·. ·'·,, .', . ,·' :· .:_:·: ·.,. <::::·,.:· ·.·: >; : • ;. ;..< ':' :: . :�·: :·: .: .: . : .·.-· ,· �-. 

d) · · Write.down:·th:e medical 'instruments. wit!i.·their';uses,�':· </·.;.; (' :.: ·:: · · .;.:: · 
· ' ' 'r,,' ' · · ··· · ·, · ' ' ' •,• ·, 'i • • • •• • • • • • • � , • • ·:·:� 

... 
•• • 

:f · �i;�:i�jf f'!�dt�
1:,vt�A��!tl1{t:4f iillti�}f !�Ji�if1

(ii) Magnetic Resonance.Imaging 
(iii) Ultrasound imaging 

6. a) Explain the working principles or a biosensor_with sche�atic.diagram. 

b} What do you mean by piezoelectric effect? 

7. 

8. 

d)_  future ch.illenges,o:fbiornedicaLengirtee�ingZ, : > ·.:( :. : , . , .... z '..' .:; : . _. (07). 
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